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Abstract
In this note, we consider the three-dimensional (3D) incompressible Boussinesq
equations. We obtain the logarithmically improved regularity criterion of smooth so-
lutions in terms of the velocity field. This result improves some previous works.
1. Introduction
This note is devoted to the study of the regularity criterion of smooth solutions for
the 3D Boussinesq equations
(1.1)
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:
t u C (u  r)u   1u Cr p D e3, x 2 R3, t > 0,
t C (u  r)   1 D 0, x 2 R3, t > 0,
r  u D 0, x 2 R3, t > 0,
u(x , 0) D u0(x), (x , 0) D 0(x), x 2 R3,
where u D u(x , t) 2 R3 is the velocity, p D p(x , t) 2 R is the scalar pressure,  D
(x , t) 2 R3 is the temperature and e3 D (0, 0, 1)T.   0 denotes the viscosity,   0
denotes the thermal diffusivity. The Boussinesq equations are of relevance to study a
number of models coming from atmospheric or oceanographic turbulence where rota-
tion and stratification play an important role (see e.g. [10, 12]).
Local existence and uniqueness theories of solutions to the Boussinesq equations
have been studied by many mathematicians and physicists (see, e.g., [1, 2, 9]). But due
to the presence of Navier–Stokes equations in the system (1.1) whether this unique
local solution can exist globally is an outstanding challenge problem. For this reason,
there have been a lot of literatures devoted to finding sufficient conditions to ensure
the smoothness of the solutions; see [4, 3, 5, 6, 14, 15, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19] and so forth.
Motivated by the above cited works, our aim is to establish a logarithmically im-
proved regularity criterion of smooth solutions in terms of the velocity field which sig-
nificantly extends the result in [19]. For the sake of simplicity, we set  D  D 1.
More precisely, we will prove
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that (u0, 0) 2 H 3(R3)  H 3(R3). Let (u, ) be a local
smooth solution of the system (1.1). If the following condition holds
(1.2)
Z T
0
kru(t)k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru(t)k
PB 1
1,1
 dt <1,
then the solution pair (u, ) remains smooth on [0, T ].
As a consequence of the fact kruk
PB 1
1,1
 kuk
PB0
1,1
, we have the following result.
Corollary 1.2. Assume that (u0, 0) 2 H 3(R3)  H 3(R3). Let (u, ) be a local
smooth solution of the system (1.1). If the following condition holds
(1.3)
Z T
0
ku(t)k2
PB0
1,1
ln

e C ku(t)k
PB0
1,1
 dt <1,
then the solution pair (u, ) remains smooth on [0, T ].
REMARK 1.3. As the case  D 0, the system (1.1) reduces to the classical Navier–
Stokes equations. It is easy to see that the Corollary 1.2 is a refined improvement of that
Theorem 1 in [8] due to the well-known embedding BMO ,! PB0
1,1
.
2. The proof of the Theorem 1.1
This section is devoted to the proof of the Theorem 1.1. Throughout the paper, C
stands for some real positive constants which may be different in each occurrence.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If (1.2) holds, one can deduce that for any small  > 0,
there exists T0 D T0() < T such that
(2.1)
Z T
T0
kru(t)k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru(t)k
PB 1
1,1
 dt  .
Consequently, the main goal of this section is to establish the following a priori estimate
lim sup
t!T  
(kr3u(t)k2L2 C kr3(t)k2L2 ) <1.
Thanks to the divergence-free condition r u D 0, from the temperature  equation, we
immediately have the global a priori bound for  in any Lebesgue space
(2.2) k(t)kL p  k0kL p , 8p 2 [2, 1],
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for any t 2 [0, T ].
We also have the following basic L2 energy estimate
(2.3) 1
2
d
dt
(ku(t)k2L2 C k(t)k2L2 )C kruk2L2 C krk2L2  kukL2kkL2 ,
which together with (2.2) implies that for any t 2 [0, T ]
(2.4) ku(t)k2L2 C k(t)k2L2 C
Z t
0
(kruk2L2 C krk2L2 )( ) d  C <1.
Multiplying the equation of (1.1)1 and (1.1)2 by 1u and 1 , respectively, integration
by parts and taking the divergence free property into account, one concludes that
(2.5)
1
2
d
dt
(kru(t)k2L2 C kr(t)k2L2 )C kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2
D  
Z
R
3
e3 1u dx C
Z
R
3
(u  ru) 1u dx C
Z
R
3
(u  r) 1 dx
WD N1 C N2 C N3.
Integrating by parts and Young inequality, it yields
(2.6) N1  CkrukL2krkL2 .
In order to deal with the terms N2 and N3, we need the following interpolation in-
equality due to Meyer–Gerard–Oru [11]
(2.7) k f kL4  Ckr f k1=2L2 k f k1=2PB 1
1,1
, 8 f 2 PH 1(R3) \ PB 1
1,1
(R3).
By the above interpolation inequality (2.7) and Young inequality, we can bound the
terms N2 and N3 as
(2.8)
N2 D  
Z
R
3
(ku  ru)  ku dx
 CkrukL2kruk2L4  CkrukL2kr
2ukL2kruk PB 1
1,1

1
2
kr
2uk2L2 C Ckruk
2
PB 1
1,1
kruk2L2 ,
and
(2.9)
N3 D  
Z
R
3
(ku  r)  k dx
 CkrukL2krk2L4  CkrukL2kr
2
kL2krk PB 1
1,1
 CkrukL2kr2kL2kk PB0
1,1
 CkrukL2kr2kL2kkL1

1
2
kr
2
k
2
L2 C Ckk
2
L1krk
2
L2 ,
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where we have used the following fact in (2.9)
krk
PB 1
1,1
 Ckk
PB0
1,1
 CkkL1 .
Substituting (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9) into (2.5), we arrive at
(2.10)
d
dt
(kru(t)k2L2 C kr(t)k2L2 )C kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2
 C(1C kk2L1 C kruk2PB 1
1,1
)(kruk2L2 C krk2L2 ).
For any t 2 (T0, T ), we denote
y(t) WD max
2(T0,t]
(ku( )k2H 3 C k( )k2H 3 ).
It should be noted that y(t) is a nondecreasing function.
Thanks to the Gronwall inequality, it follows from (2.10) that for any T0  t < T
(2.11)
kru(t)k2L2 C kr(t)k2L2 C
Z t
T0
(kr2u( )k2L2 C kr2( )k2L2 ) d
 (kru(T0)k2L2 C kr(T0)k2L2 ) exp

QC
Z t
T0
(1C kkL1 C kruk2
PB 1
1,1
)( ) d

 M exp

QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
d

 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1

d
3
5
 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 ln

e C ku( )k
PB0
1,1

d
3
5
 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 ln(e C ku( )kL1) d
3
5
 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 ln(e C ku( )kH 3 ) d
3
5
 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 ln(e C y( )) d
3
5
 M exp
2
4 QC
Z t
T0
kru( )k2
PB 1
1,1
ln

e C kru( )k
PB 1
1,1
 d ln(e C y(t))
3
5
.
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We want to state here that from the above observation QC is an absolute constant and
M depends on kru(T0)kL2 , kr(T0)kL2 , T0, T and 0.
It follows from the condition (2.1) that
kru(t)k2L2 C kr(t)k2L2 C
Z t
T0
(kr2u( )k2L2 C kr2( )k2L2 ) d  C(e C y(t))
QC
.(2.12)
Applying r3 to the equation (1.1)1 and (1.1)2, multiplying the resulting equations by
r
3u and r3 respectively and adding them up, we have
(2.13)
1
2
d
dt
(kr3u(t)k2L2 C kr3(t)k2L2 )C kr4uk2L2 C kr4k2L2
D
Z
R
3
r
3
e3  r
3u dx  
Z
R
3
r
3(u  ru)  r3u dx  
Z
R
3
r
3(u  r)  r3 dx
WD K1 C K2 C K3.
It follows from Young inequality that
(2.14)
K1  Ckr3ukL2kr3kL2
 Ckr2uk1=2L2 kr
4uk
1=2
L2 kr
2
k
1=2
L2 kr
4
k
1=2
L2

1
4
kr
4uk2L2 C
1
4
kr
4
k
2
L2 C C(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 ),
where we have applied the following Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality
kr
3 f kL2  Ckr2 f k1=2L2 kr4 f k1=2L2 .
Now we recall the following commutator estimate (see [7])
(2.15) k[3s , f ]gkL p  C(kr f kL p1k3s 1gkL p2 C k3s f kL p3kgkL p4 ),
with s > 0, p2, p3 2 (1, 1) such that 1=p D 1=p1 C 1=p2 D 1=p3 C 1=p4.
From the divergence-free condition and the commutator estimate (2.15), we obtain
K2 D  
Z
R
3
[r3, u  r]u  r3u dx
 CkrukL2kr3uk2L4
 CkrukL2kr2uk1=4L2 kr
4uk
7=4
L2

1
8
kr
4uk2L2 C Ckruk
8
L2kr
2uk2L2 ,
where we have used the following Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality
kr
3ukL4  Ckr2uk1=8L2 kr
4uk
7=8
L2 .
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Similar to the estimate of K2, the term K3 can be bounded as
K3 D  
Z
R
3
[r3, u  r]  r3 dx
 CkrukL2kr3k2L4 C krkL2kr
3ukL4kr
3
kL4
 CkrukL2kr2k1=4L2 kr
4
k
7=4
L2 C krkL2kr
2uk
1=8
L2 kr
4uk
7=8
L2 kr
2
k
1=8
L2 kr
4
k
7=8
L2

1
8
kr
4uk2L2 C
1
4
kr
4
k
2
L2 C C(kruk8L2 C krk8L2 )(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 ).
(2.16)
Combining the previous estimates, we get
(2.17)
d
dt
(kr3u(t)k2L2 C kr3(t)k2L2 )
 C(kruk8L2 C krk8L2 )(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 )C C(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 ).
Integrating the inequality (2.17) over (T0, t), we easily get
kr
3u(t)k2L2 C kr3(t)k2L2   (kr3u(T0)k2L2 C kr3(T0)k2L2 )
 C
Z t
T0
(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 ) d C C
Z t
T0
(kruk8L2 C krk8L2 )(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 ) d
 C(e C y(t)) QC C C
Z t
T0
(e C y( ))4 QC(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 )( ) d
 C(e C y(t)) QC C C(e C y(t))4 QC
Z t
T0
(kr2uk2L2 C kr2k2L2 )( ) d
 C(e C y(t)) QC C C(e C y(t))5 QC
 C(e C y(t))5 QC ,
(2.18)
which immediately implies that
e C y(t)  CT0 C C(e C y(t))5 QC , CT0 D kr3u(T0)k2L2 C kr3(T0)k2L2 .
By appropriately selecting  < 1=(5 QC), the above inequality allows us to show
y(t)  C(kr3u(T0)kL2 , kr3(T0)kL2 , T0, T ) <1, 8t 2 [T0, T ].
As a consequence, we get the boundness of H 3  H 3-norm of (u, ) for all t 2 [0, T ].
Consequently, The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed.
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